A Message From the President

Illuminating the Library

As the Carmel Public Library Foundation President this year, I have been so inspired by the continued growth in our community outreach especially during these challenging times. With your support, we found new ways to move our mission forward of keeping our library open, relevant and thriving.

As I reflect on this year’s achievements, I am proud of the Foundation’s ability to successfully pivot from in-person community programs and events to a virtual format. This enabled our community to join even when the pandemic kept us home. The programs which included Community Nights with the Library, our Fireside Chats and Local History Lecture Series were successful in bringing relevant and meaningful information to participants.

Last year, we received an extraordinary gift from one of our Carmel residents and library devotees, Marjorie Perrine. We are honored to have been the beneficiary of this bequest. She was a pioneer in women’s education and earned her engineering degree from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI). She was the only woman in her graduating class of 1950. In 2011, sixty one years later, my eldest daughter earned her engineering degree from RPI. Ms. Perrine’s legacy continues in support of the Carmel Public Library Foundation and in my heart, for opening the door for women, like my daughter, to the field of science. The successful sale of the Perrine residence added to the Foundation’s endowment and will allow us to achieve our mission for generations to come.

Another key accomplishment was keeping the tradition of celebrating the magic of the holidays with the annual Gingerbread House Fundraiser hosted in partnership by the Hofsas House in Carmel. Through the encouragement of a young enthusiastic past attendee, Rocket Rerig we transitioned the event to a curbside pickup and had a virtual sharing of the children’s gingerbread house creations. This was one of the many ways we kept our partnerships and feeling of community vibrant this year.

Our annual event, The Presidential Edition, featured the best-selling author and historian, Douglas Brinkley, in conversation with distinguished Naval Postgraduate School Professor John Arquilla. It was held virtually and was our most successful event in many ways. In the nine-year history of this program, we had the largest support by local individuals and business sponsors. The anticipation of this event rippled through our community and illuminated the Carmel Public Library Foundation. We are grateful for all your support.

In summary, I would like to personally thank each of our supporters and board members for all that you do to support our Foundation and the Library. As Sidney Sheldon, American Writer and Producer, said “Libraries store the energy that fuels the imagination. They open windows to the world and inspire us to explore and achieve, and contribute to improving our quality of life.” I am proud of the way our library engages the community and improves our lives and I am confident we will continue to open windows to the world in the years to come.

–Pamela Neiman
Thank You to Our Generous Donors
Annual Gifts April 1, 2020 – May 15, 2021, continued on page 4

George Sterling
Gifts of $10,000+
Ali Akber (Ali and Abu Family)
Barnet Segal Charitable Trust
Community Foundation for Monterey County
Agnes Fraser Gump Trust Gump
Jackie Henning
Joanne Irmas
Valera Lyles
Joseph and Sheila Mark
Marjorie Perrine
Leslie Snorf
George and Josephine White, Jr.
Geoff and Rebecca Wolf Arnold

R. L. Stevenson
Gifts of $5,000 - $9,999
Heather K. Downs, Downs & McNeil Wealth Management, Merrill Lynch
Ben and Carole Heinrich
Carol Lee Holland
William and Jeanne Landreth
Donna M. Pribble

Jack London
Gifts of $2,500 - $4,999
Anonymous
Robert Campbell
Rod Dewar
Martha Drexler Lynn, PhD
Susan DuCoeur
Bill Hannon Foundation
Brian and Cynthia McCoy
Stan and Sharon Meresman
Monterey Private Wealth
Pebble Beach Company Foundation
Alan and Jean Pedersen Trust
Pedersen
Union Bank Foundation

Robinson Jeffers
Gifts of $1,000 - $2,499
David and Sheila Allaire
Pinney Allen
Letitia A. Bennett
Helen Breck
Jason and Melissa Burnett
Carroll Family Charitable Foundation
Glen and Angela Charles
Beverly Cleary
Ken and Kat Cranstone
Mary Kay Crockett
Sharon and Larry De St. Jeor
Martha Dennis
Stephen and Marti Diamond
John Doodokyan & Pamela Neiman
William and Nancy Doolittle
Susan Draper
Andrew and Karen Drummond
Foxy Couture Carmel
Susan Galvin and Michael Leavy
Charles and Ayse Gilbert

Without libraries what have we?
We have no past and no future.
– RAY BRADBURY

Lyman and Beverly Hamilton
Shanna Harper Fineberg
Jean M. Hontalas
Stephen and Beverly Hossa
Integris Wealth Management, LLC
Carol and Brian LeNeve
Carmine Lepiane and Ashley Stockton-Lepiane
William Lynch
Rod and Peggy McMahan
Nicki and Michael McMahan
Marci Meaux and Roger Gayman
William and Vicki Mitchell
John and Beth Neidel

Pamela Neiman
E. Robert and Phyllis Newman
Charles Olvis and Miranda Morris
Stephen and Betsey Pearson
Pilgrim’s Way Bookstore & Secret Garden
Tim and Jenny Smucker
Frederick Terman and Nan Borreson
Loretta and Arthur Traum
William and Susanne Tyler, III
Union Bank
Joan Webb
Thomas and Jennifer Werbe
Meeting the Moment
Alexandra Fallon, Executive Director

As we emerge from a year where all of our lives have been indelibly altered by a threatening pandemic, a thunderous cry for social justice, a reckoning with Mother Nature and a foreseeable, yet ill-timed economic shift, we remain incredibly grateful. Grateful that we were able to step outside into our beautiful wooded areas for a hike and over to the inspiring jagged coastline for an ocean stroll. Grateful to live in a community where neighbors care for neighbors by bringing food to those in need and comfort through friendship and kindness.

And at the center of our community, we are grateful for our library and dedicated librarians who, through all of the challenges of this year maintained their commitment to serve our community by providing essential information and resources. They even took on becoming deputized to ensure a trusted place for ballot drop off during our recent Presidential Election.

With your support we were able to bring forth relevant discussions through our online programs like the Fireside Chats with topics such as “Same Storm Different Boat” providing an empathetic glimpse into what others were experiencing this past year, as well as provocative discussions lead by famed author, Michael Katakis, “Can Literature Inform During a Time of Plague.” Our annual event featured acclaimed author, and presidential historian, Douglas Brinkley – providing insights and context over several decades of the American presidency. We then finished our season with the remarkable Dr. Payan, whose efforts to repurpose our land and restore natural habitats for both animals and humans were truly uplifting.

It is thanks to you that our library continues to stay open, relevant and thriving. Thank you all for your generous support!

An Update from the Library Director
Ashlee Wright, Library Director

At this time libraries in our region, including ours are still under a protective health policy mandate that precludes our library buildings from fully opening. However, starting June 7, you’ll be able to visit the interim Outdoor Library, behind the Park Branch Library. Browse for books, check out your own items, and pick up your holds, all without scheduling an appointment! And, Summer Reading starts June 7th too, so don’t forget to sign-up online. Thank you for your support during these challenging times. We are so grateful to be able to continue to serve our community.

To build up a library is to create a life. It’s never just a random collection of books.

~CARLOS MARÍA DOMÍNGUEZ
Thank You to Our Generous Donors
Annual Gifts April 1, 2020 – May 15, 2021

Edward Weston
Gifts of $500 - $999
Charles Adams and Laurie Davies
H. Glenn and Carol Bell
Carol Bergere
Richard and Judith Borda
Stuart and Lena Clark
Edward Dooling
Stephen and Cindy Dyer
James and Cornelia Emery
Donald High
David Huey and Carla Hudson
Mary Julien
Renate Karin-Wunsch
Michael Kataki
Wayne Kelley
Margaret Kelly
Marie Krumenacher
Matthew and Joan Little

Thank you for keeping the library open, relevant and thriving.

John Steinbeck
Gifts of $100 - $499
Ronald and Jeryl Abelmann
Celeste Akkad
Ted Albert & Deborah Gaskell
Albert
Suzi Albertson
Leo Do Amaral
Frank and Regina Amato
Kathleen Eddy Armstrong
Jean Littig Artz
Michael and Carol Barker
Richard and Allison Barrett
Allison Barrientos
Reed and Christine Bartron
Gary and Laurie Baum
Peter and Kirsten Bedford
Joan Belza
The Benevity Community Impact Fund
Robert and Judy Berglass
Clayton and Sarah Berling
Charles and Marion Besmehn
John and Carolyn Biasotti
Mads and Susan Bjerre
Susan Blois
Beverly Borgman
William and Myrna Brandwein
Jay and Susan Brawner
Wendell Breithaupt
Paul Brocchini
Peter and Harriet Brooks
Robert and Lynn Brooks
Bonnie Brooks
Niki Budd Tugwell
D. Jill Burbidge
Kay Burbidge
Michael Caddell
Robin Campbell
S. James and Lynda Campbell
Julie Campbell
Jessica Canning
Lewis and Sally Cantor
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It’s Personal: Create Your Legacy with the Library!

The Sterling Circle Program recognizes our dedicated donors who choose to include the Carmel Public Library Foundation in their estate plans and wills. This program is the cornerstone of the Foundation’s future funding capabilities, and plays a critical role in ensuring that our library’s place in the community – open and free – remains steadfast for generations to come.

Often when we think about supporting the Carmel Public Library Foundation our first thought is to make a monetary contribution. Please know that the Carmel Public Library Foundation also accepts gifts of stock or certain other appreciated items.

That said, the way in which you give may have an impact on your financial plan. For many, donations of highly appreciated assets like stocks or mutual funds is a more tax-efficient way to provide support compared to cash donations.

If you’re interested in becoming a Sterling Circle member, or would like to learn more about our wonderful library, let us know. We want to hear from you! The size and conditions of your future gift are entirely up to you. Any level of support is greatly appreciated. For more information, please contact Alexandra Fallon, Executive Director, at (831) 624-2811 or visit our website: www.carmelpubliclibraryfoundation.org.
Tomorrow’s results are created by today’s intentions. Become a Sterling Circle member today!

**Special Recognition**

*Stephen and Martha Dolley*
*J. Randolph and Janis Elliott*
*Valerio and Nadya Giusi*
*Martha Mosher*
*Bill and Sara Morgan*
*Alan and Jean Pedersen*
*Hilda Stengard*
*Louis and Elisabeth Ungaretti*
*George & Jo White, Jr.*

**Major Gifts of Significance**

*Barnett Segal Charitable Trust*
*Lacy Williams Buck*
*Agnes Fraser Gump*
*Charles W. Downer*
*Erl Lagerholm*
*Marjorie C. Perrine*
*Carmel Rotary Club Fund at the Community Foundation for Monterey County*
*Heather K. Downs, Downs & McNeil Wealth Management, Merrill Lynch*

**Sterling Circle Donors**

William Alden & Martha Campbell
Rodney Ransome Allison
Anonymous
Bethany Ann Beckman
Vera Beck
Letitia A. Bennett
Melanie & Harvey Billig
Jack & Prim Billwiller
Margaret G. Blackburn
Kathleen H. Blythe
Phil Bowhay
Helen & Beau Breck
Stephen & Barbara Brooks
Robert & Francie Campbell
Jerry Fielder & Daniel Campbell
Cheryl Carter & James L. Strait
CDR & Mrs. Robert H. Chambers Jr. USN
Mary Kay Higgins Crockett
Leland & Gloria Dake
Roderick & Suzanne Dewar
Joanie & Don Dinsmore
Stephen & Martha Dolley
Amy Donohue
Jean Draper
James & Cornelia Emery
Robert Evans
Robert S. Feller
M. Gen. & Mrs. Robert G. Fergusson
Marjorie Fisher
Alexandra & James Gerardo
Valerio R. & Nadya Giusi
Elaine Good-Mosconi
Jean Grace
Betty & Rodney Guilfoil
John & Yvette Gurley
Mrs. Harvey (Kay) Hancock
Carolyn Hardy
Lawrence & Jane Harris
Ben & Carole Heinrich
Shirley Hicklin
Carol Lee Moore Holland
Jean G. Holt
Angela & Robert Irvine
Nancy A. Johnson
Nancy & Edward Jordan
Dr. Anita Karr
Nello Elizabeth Kearney
Mr. & Mrs. Lee C. Keene
Janis Keller
Erling Lagerholm & Emilie Welles
Patricia Lakamp
Adele & Donald Langendorf
Glenn & Marian Leidig
Marjorie P. Love
Joseph Lowe, Jr.
Valera W. Lyles
Martha Drexler Lynn, PhD
David Marshall
Mary & Tom McCary
Bill & Vicki Mitchell
Peter & Carol Mollman
Mellanie Mae Moran
Dorothy Fairbank Newton
Wendy Ograin
Hadley Osborn
Lucy Jane Owens
Ruth H. Pardoll
Tom Parks & Lane Craig
Warren & Marge Perrine
Janet & Niels Reimers
Bob & Michele Rench
Christine M. & Graeme A. Robertson
Juanita Rosser
Gail & William Scearce
Kaye I. Scott
Marvin Silverman
Pamela D. Smith
Charles & Leslie Snorf
Sue Steele
Natalie A. Stewart
Virginia W. Stone
Terry & Kay Sullivan
John & Judy Thodos
The Doris & Caroll Tornroth Trust
William H. & Susanne S. Tyler, III
Cecil M. Wahle
Mr. Dave Werner
Jo & George White, Jr.
L. Lamont Wiltse, Jr.
Emily & Paul Woudenberg
Bill & Nancy Wright
Samuel & Teresa Wright
Donald & Renate-Karin Wunsch
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John Steinbeck Gifts
continued...

Martha Carruth
William and Anne Carwile
James and Sharon Chibidakis
Raymond and Jacquelyn Coleman
Nancy Collins
Mary Condry
Ron and Rosemary Coulter
Faye Crosby
Janet Dahle
Dale Ditsler
Donna Dormody
W. and Hallie Dow
Francis and Hilary Duda
Ronald and Patricia Eastman
Steven Evanson
Alexandra Fallon
Judith Farling
Rebekah Finn
John and Charlotte Flanagan
Dean and Marcine Francis
Roger and Joyce Frasca
Jurdy Hughes & Patricia
Bordonaro
Robert and Angela Irvine
Carl and Sheri Iverson
Lynne Izbiicki
Becky Jackson
Juliette Jacques
Albert and Abigail Janko
Robert and Carolyn Jenkins
C.J. Jennings
Patricia Johannsen
Sharon Jones

Nora Lee
Edwin Lee
Alan Lee
Lorin and Karen Letendre
Chris Leventon & Darlene Wright
Peter Levin
Richard B. Levine
Rita Lewis
Barbara Lipman

Robert Moskowitz & Jeanette
Stern
David and Caroline Moyer
Honor Muller
Charles and Marla Murphy
Warren and Lillian Neidenberg
R. and Katharine Nicholson
Carolyn Nickerson
Robin Nielsen
Dennis and Rose Mary O’Brien
Michael O’Bryant & Jeanne
Delph
Robert and Gail Ord
Mary Alice Osborne
Frederick O’Such
Phil and Maureen Pardue
Dolores Parker
Jens and Margaret Pedersen
William and Carol Pendergast
Peregrine Management
Company
Michael and Elizabeth Phillips
Pat Pilas
Rosalie Pinkert and Mark
Sconyers
Nancy Porteous-Thomas
Dave and Janine Potter
Jan Praisner
Frank and Marguerite Primrose
Printworks Solutions
Carol Prodis
Sharon Raney
Robert and Diane Reid
Niels and Janet Reimers
Chip and Lesley Rerg
Fred and Cynthia Riebe
Lee and Shirley Rosen
Elliot Ruchowitza-Roberts
James and Anne Rurka
Maureen Sanders
Christopher and Robin Sawyer
Gail Scearce
George and Deirdre Schroeder
Sally Selner
Ken and Daria Shachmut
Deborah and Dennis Sharp
Harriet and Furman Sheppard
Sharyn Siebert
Sharon Sieve
Kenneth and Sally Ann Sikes
### Carmel Public Library Foundation

#### What We Have Raised So Far This Year!

July 1, 2020 – May 15, 2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Funding</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Endowment for the Library's Future Generations</td>
<td>$11,433,526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Operating Income</td>
<td>$626,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Contributions</td>
<td>$113,295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legacies &amp; Bequests (unrestricted)</td>
<td>$4,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events &amp; Fundraising Benefit</td>
<td>$119,406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants</td>
<td>$15,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Improvement Grants/Gifts</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Restricted Assets &amp; Gifts</td>
<td>$107,475</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total annual cost to operate the Library**  
$1,168,968

---

*Carmel Public Library Foundation (CPLF) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization.*

### J.S. Holliday

**Gifts up to $99**

Adrienne Alvord  
Donald and Bette Anderson  
Sandra Ashby  
Nina Ashton  
Mary Michelle Barovsky  
La Balena  
Audrey Bates  
Owen Baylis  
Joan Beller  
Michael Berg  
Robert Blaisdell  
Tim Blomgren  
Hilary Brewer  
Jamie Sue Brooks  
Lori Bungarz  
Mark Bunter and Margaret Spring  
Tony and Jennie Burciaga  
Sam Buttrey and Elinda Hardy  
Linda Calafiore  
Peter Chamberlain  
Beatrice Hertz Cleary  
Eric and Katie Coburn  
Ilse Colby  
Ronald and Mardo Collins  
Patricia Connolly  
Helene Constant  
Brian Crowell  
Roger and Terri Dahl  
John and Nancy Durein  
Chuck Elliot and Diane Elliott  
David and Lois Epel  
Howard Falkenberg  
Hugo and Karen Ferlito  
Renee Franken  
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Gerber  
Alice Gibilterra  
Donald Graham  
Ellsworth Gregory  
Rebecca Hanna  
Carolyn Hardy and Steven Wilson  
Lee and John Harris  
Otto and Grete Heinz  
Virginia Hislop  
Erma Hole  
William Hook and Kate Singer  
Kimball Hurd and Alisa Fineman  
Robert and Mrs. Hylton  
Brian and Ann Jacobson  
Gary and Karen Jepson  
Meghan Kennedy Cortez  
Seth and Christine Kinkade  
Carol Kolb and Bruce Dunlap  
Kathleen Lares  
Sharon Larson  
Theodore Le  
Lance and Jeanne Lee  
Cara Lieb  
Layne Lissner and Kay Lubansky  
Shelly Littlewood  
Orlando Lorenzo  
Lynn Lozier  
Mad Mystical Journey Press  
Gene and Susan McFarland  
Paul and Mary Kate McGrath  
Molly McRae  
Carolotta Mellon  
Earl Y Meyers II  
David Miller  
Janie Miller and Michael Wildgoose  
Allen and Susan Miller  
Sue Minor  
Ed and Ruth Morrow  
Arthur and Roberta Nelson  
Grace Nola  
Wendy Ograin  
Maria Owen  
Jaci Williams Pappas  
Joan Peak  
Abel Ramirez  
Anastasia Ratcliffe  
Marvin Recht  
Margaret Renaut  
Daniel Reznick  
Richard and Judith Satava  
Laura Seidenberg  
Kathy Simpson  
Michael Smith  
Tim Smith and Kristin Markus  
Jay Spingarn  
Richard Stanley  
Gary and Karen Stotz  
Bonnie Sunwood  
Melissa Tabbarah  
George Torrero  
Tim and Nancy Twomey  
Jan Wagstaff  
Joel and Bonni Weinstein  
Rhonda Williams
Thank You  Gifts of Enduring Generosity

Honoring Lifetime Giving

The following library friends are achieving remarkable levels of generosity. These special supporters have made donations during their lifetimes totaling $24,000 or more.

$100,000 +
Barnet Segal Charitable Trust
Jack & Prim Billwiller *
Kathleen H. Blythe *
Frank & Eva Buck Foundation
Lacy Williams Buck
Robert Campbell *
Community Foundation for Monterey County
Charles W. Downer
Randolf & Janis Elliott *
Charlotte Fergusson *
Marjorie Fisher
Agnes Fraser Gump *
Janis Keller *
Erl Lagerholm *
David Marshall *
Hadley Osborn *
Alan and Jean Pedersen *
Marjorie Perrine *
John & Marion Robotti *
Juanita Rosser *
Barbara W. Seeburger *
Sue B. Steele *
Windgate Charitable Foundation

$50,000 to $99,999
Sigrid Banks
Jack & Peggy Baskin
Carmel Rotary Club Fund at the Community Foundation for Monterey County
Mr. and Mrs. Cyril Chappellet *
Mr. and Mrs. Al Crosby
Stephen & Martha Dolley *
Jean Draper *
Robert Evans *
Harvey & Kay Hancock *
Bill Hannon Foundation
Shirley Hicklin *
Carol Lee Holland
Lucienne Jacobs *
William and Jeanne Landreth
Valera Lyles
Joseph and Sheila Mark
James McAlister
Monterey Peninsula Foundation
John and Rebecca Moores
Mariln Cindy Murphy*
Pebble Beach Company Foundation
Charlie* & Leslie Snorf
Hilda H. Stengard *
Louis & Elisabeth Ungaretti *
George and Josepine White, Jr.

$24,000 to $49,999
Clayton* & Linda Anderson
Jack and Peggy Baskin
Bechtel, S.D. Jr. Foundation
Mrs. Hilton Bialek
Samuel* & Helen Breck
Henton & Dorothy Brenan*
Charles Christetzberg
Margaret Christensen*
Community Foundation for Monterey County
Ward* & Mary Kay Crockett
Rod & Suzanne Dewar*
Bill & Nancy Doolittle
Heather K. Downs,
Downs & McNeil Wealth Management, Merrill Lynch
Susan Draper
Jane Dunaway
Clint Eastwood
William & Patricia* Eggleston
Jim & Posh Emery
Robert & Janice Fisher
Peggy Fossett
Jeffrey and Deborah Greenberg
Harlan and Barbara Hall
Lawrence Harris*
Sydney Harrison*
David* & Joan Heyler
Madeleine Higley*
Armand & Theona Labbe
Donald & Adele Langendorf
Carol and Brian LeNeve
Marjorie Love*
Tom* & Mary McCary
Nicki & Michael McMahon
Stan & Sharon Meresman
William and Vicki Mitchell
Ruby Morgan*
Fred & Nini Muhs*
Dorothy Newton*
Ruth Pardoll*
Thomas Parks & Lane Craig*
Donna Pribble
Larry & Dorene Rodocker
The Samson Foundation
Marvin Silverman
Howard & Zaza Skidmore*
Dr. and Mrs. Bob Stevens
Audrey Talbott *
Frederick Terman and Nan Borreson
William and Susanne Tyler, Ill
Union Bank Foundation
Joan Webb
Connie Wright
Samuel and Terese Wright
Don & Mary Wurtz
Arthur and Luciana Young*
*Deceased

Our strong tradition for charitable giving reminds us we have much to be grateful for.
Commemorative Gifts — In Memory & In Honor

Commemorative Giving offers members of our community the opportunity to honor their family name, a special person, a birthday, anniversary or other occasion, or the memory of a departed loved one by designating a person or group to benefit from their annual gift. Named Giving gifts are welcomed from individuals, families, and organizations. The library foundation is honored by our donors whose gifts were made to recognize special friends over the past year.

Barbara Goenne
Kay Morris

Betty W. Iverson
Carl & Sheri Iverson

Beverly Cleary
Lewis & Sally Cantor

Bruce Meyer
Valda Costsworth

Dr. Charles Snorf
Stuart & Lena Clark
Fred & Cynthia Riebe
Donna Dormody
Michael & Carol Barker
Gary & Karen Jepson
Letitia Bennett
Joan Heyler
Lorin & Karen Letendre
Levis & Sally Cantor
E. Robert & Phyllis Newman
John & Ann Mahoney
Judy Mackenzie
Elizabeth Lorenzi
Frances Gaver
Stephen & Beverly Hossa
Bill & Susanne Tyler
Frederick O’Such
Vision Ag Farm Management Services, LLC
Stephen Hunt Sands
Michael & MaryEllen McCormick
Jurdy Hughes & Patricia Bordonaro
Joe & Sheila Mark
Scott & Jane Whitman
Rod Dewar
Bob & Susan Tasner
Carol Lee Holland
John & Sallyanne Wilson
Bill & Myrna Brandwein
Mary Martha Waltz
Maureen Sanders
Stephen & Betsey Pearson
Mary McCary

Eleanor Lusignan
Francis Wright

Harold Kren
Margaret Holm

Harriet Harrell
Jim & Anne Rurka

Ima Groom
Ovilee Kennedy

Jack and Mary K Dooling
Edward Dooling

Jean Montmorency
Gerald & Patty Montmorency

Jim Holliday
H. Glenn & Carol Bell

John M. Maller
Paul Gabbert
Anonymous

Judith Weintraub
Malcolm Weintraub

Julia L Gaskell
Ted Albert & Deborah Gaskell
Albert

Leonard Epstein
Mike & Nicole Kelly

Mary Boyken
Wendy Ograin

Mitzi Francis
Dean Francis

Norma Carpenter
Robert & Lynn Brooks

Peter Henning
Sharon Larson
Letitia Bennett
Wendell Breithaupt

Pierre Prodis
Carol Prodis

Robert Condry
Mary Condry

Rod Dewar
Leslie Snorf
Brian & Cynthia McCoy
Stephen & Betsey Pearson

Ruth White
Kennedy & Jeanette White

Stanley Pilas, Jr.
Pat Pilas

Stephen C. Davis
Chris Laszcz-Davis

Tom McCary
Margaret Holm
Maureen Sanders

Alexandra Fallon
Virginia Weathers

Bret Van de Sande
Anonymous

Damian and Melanie Ramirez
Abel Ramirez

Jeff Meyer
Anonymous

Joe and Sheila Mark
Frieg-Masqueller Fund

Julie Wynne Lipman
Barbara Lipman

Librarians Everywhere
Ronald & Patricia Eastman

Lillian Lampi
Barbara Lopp

Marci Meaux
Gary & Laurie Baum

Martha Drexler Lynn, PhD
Jaci Williams Pappas

McKay C. Mohun
The Reginald C. Mohun Family

Medical Workers
Sandra Ashby

Melissa, Reggie, Jack, Kristin and Lady
Robin Campbell

The Library Staff
Joanne McFann

Verna Test-Pearson
Barbara Lopp

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of our donor lists. Please accept our apologies if we are in error. Contact us at (831) 624-2811 so that we may adjust our records.
Aaron Flink is Executive Vice President and Chief Strategy Officer of Pebble Beach Company. Flink leads multiple facets of the Company’s business interests, including sales, marketing, retail, technology and its sponsorship and licensing program. Flink also oversees the long-term strategy efforts of the Company.

Flink came to Pebble Beach Company in January 2018 from Heritage Group, a venture capital and private equity firm focused on healthcare where he served as a Principal. There, he was responsible for identifying, evaluating and investing in private healthcare technology and service businesses.

Aaron is originally from upstate NY and received his B.A. from Williams College and his MBA from The Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania. Flink and his wife, Michelle, reside in Carmel and have two daughters.

Pinney Allen began a professional life in Atlanta in 1979 that saw her as a leader in law, a passionate member of the education, philanthropic, and political communities and a wife and mother. Arriving at the 80-lawyer firm of Alston, Miller & Gaines as its eighth woman attorney, Pinney chaired the firm’s executive committee, served on the firm’s 15-member operations council, managed the firm’s tax services area, and led major client relationships and marketing initiatives. Drawn by her passion for issues affecting women and girls and education, Pinney resigned her law position to accept the position of Head of School at Atlanta Girls’ School, one of the most racially, culturally and socio-economically diverse independent schools in the country.

Pinney is active in the community, serving on the boards of the Boys and Girls Clubs of Monterey County and the Atlanta-Fulton Public Library Foundation. Pinney is a Harvard University and Harvard Law School graduate. After forty years in Atlanta, Pinney and her husband, Buddy Miller, decided to start their next chapter in Pebble Beach, California, where she now resides.

Because of the sponsorship support, gifts and grants, the Carmel Public Library will continue to thrive and be a resource for generations to come. Call Alexandra Fallon at 831.624.2811 for more information about becoming a library sponsor.
THANK YOU!
The Carmel Public Library Foundation
gratefully thanks the generous sponsors, benefactors and attendees who contributed to the success of our annual fundraiser on April 7, 2021.

The PRESIDENTIAL EDITION
with Douglas Brinkley and John Arquilla

SPONSORS & BENEFACTORS

Valera Lyles
Geoff and Rebecca Wolf Arnold • Joanne Irmas • Charlie & Leslie Snorf
Jackie Henning • Carol Lee Holland • Bill & Jeanne Landreth • Joe & Sheila Mark

Susan DuCoeur • Stan & Sharon Meresman
Lettie Bennett • Brian & Cynthia McCoy • Pamela Neiman • Marci Meaux and Roger Gayman
Jon & Jenice Schultheis

100% of the books, programs, materials, equipment and services in the library are made possible by you! THANK YOU.
Get Cozy with Milo this Summer: Read-A-Book

Milo the Carmel Crab wants to know what you’re reading. Post it on our social media!

Friends of the Library will host its Annual Book Sale!

Aug 12, 13, 14

Carmel Youth Center
(Torres St. & 4th Ave, Carmel)
Thursday 11-4 (members)
$10 to join
Friday & Saturday 10-4
open to all

Acres of books carefully sorted for your convenience, with a good collection of local interest and California history. Proceeds benefit Carmel Public Library. 831.224.4663.

Your Library Doesn’t Stop.
In person and online, we’re always here for you.

Pick up a book at Outside Library, behind the Park Branch Library. You can browse for books, check out your own items, and pick up your holds, all without scheduling an appointment! Outside Library is open 10am-4pm, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. ci.carmel.ca.us/outside-library

Summer Reading
Get ready for summer fun with our summer reading programs for all ages! Join us June 7 through July 16 for reading challenges, virtual programs and fun activities. Go to our website at ci.carmel.ca.us/summer-reading for signups and more information.

Storytime Shorties
Move, dance, sing and giggle along with Ms. Teri and her Storytime Shorties! Perfect for ages 2-5, these short videos are full of songs, fingerplays and flannel stories. Watch them all at bit.ly/storytimeshorty. Be sure to reserve a Storytime Kit at bit.ly/storytimekit so your little ones can follow along.

Magazine Rack 24/7
From Bon Appétit to Sports Illustrated and everything in between, you can get many marvellous magazines from home 24/7. Sign in to Flipster at bit.ly/CPLFlipster with your library card to read a variety of popular magazines on your phone, tablet or computer.

Prefer to read on paper? Put the latest issues of your favorites on hold in the catalog (bit.ly/CPLCatalog) and pick them up at Outside Library.

Searching for your next read?
Get monthly reading lists with new titles and hidden gems from your favorite genres. Sign up at bit.ly/CPLReadingList.

Stream a foreign film, learn a new language, research your family history or get a Zip Book delivered straight to your mailbox.

CARMEL PUBLIC LIBRARY FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 2042
Carmel, CA 93921-2042
Carmel Public Library Foundation (CPLF) is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization

We thank all of our donors!

printworks.solutions
www.printworks.solutions